found in the workplace
of Mera-Poltik

–

Image mounted on hardboard
with electric tape

–

warrior
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–
James Beckett

ARTIST

#________ of 500

Signed by the Various
Chairmen and Directors
of the Chamber.

Following her professional education, the
general commission of
the factory (founded on
the 1st of March 1960),
entitles the subject to
be named: “Apprentice,
Seamstress, as of the
24th of July 1971”
Certificate purchased at
2nd hand store in Poznan

–

issued by the Chamber of
Crafts, Poznan
Number: 117198, Awarded to:
Adelajda Filipiak

–

Apprenticeship certificate
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3: What are the legal
working hours of a 		
youth, between the age
of 14 to 16 years?
A: 36 hours a week, 		
including the time of
professional study.

2: Which electricity 		
voltage is safe?
A: Up to 24 volts.

Questions:
1: what does the
resolution of article
5620 state?
A:	The progress of BHP
as an institution
is responsible for 		
personal services.
Paper and enclosing envelope,
found in the Poznan Stara Rzeznia
Slaughterhouse, amongst documents
of the BHP (Polish factories
health and safety regulations
organistation).

–

part of a process of quiz
testing employees.

–

question and answer list
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This particular voting
inventory is for
employees supporting
Piotr KuzniewskI for
a position in the new
supervisory council.
Election charts found in the
Poznan Stara Rzeznia Slaughterhouse. following its closure
and subsequent redefinition
to canning meat.
(later to be named ‘Pozmeat’).

–

Election Charts from
voting process
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Accompanying documents
to the letter itself
are mentioned as:
1	Sole proprietorship
of the ‘SZR’ of 		
	Poznan
2 ‘Poviat’ (province)
details of the fire 		
dep. in Turku
3	Document from the
department of
acquisitions in Turku

The reason for internal
communication was
following a visit by
the fire department,
which had checked the
site and found it to
be unsatisfactory.
The painting of a wooden
construction (in order
to make fire-proof) had
not been completed.
This was on ‘Kolskiej’
street, which belongs
to the complex of the
abattoir.
Internal document found in
the Stara Rzeznia Slaughterhouse
in Poznan. The document was
in a folder along with many
others, - formalities after a
fire on the terrain.

–

A letter of
complaint/notification from a
regional production department.

–

complaint/notification
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Contract between the
Novakovsky firm, ‘the
mentor’ and Feliksem
Sobkowiak regarding an
education in carpentry
for a period of three
and a half years. The
training was to begin on
the 21st September 1932
and was due to end on
the 21st March of 1936.
The contract states the
various conditions and
responsibilities of the
mentor. Any adjustments
were to be submitted in
four copies.
Contract purchased at
2nd hand store in Poznan

–

issued by the Chamber
of Crafts, Poznan,
issue number 371

–

Contract of training
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Translation overleaf

Memo found in the entrance
hall of an abandoned chocolate
factory “Bahia” in Poznan.

–

An internal memo of a security
firm complaining of an employee
arriving at work drunk.

–

internal memo
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translation.
see original document
on previous page.

–

internal memo

In light of these
actions I called my
superior, who suggested I make my own
decision in the event of
the situation becoming
dramatic. After consulting a work-colleague at
ABIS, I decided to call

On the 9th of December
2005, Szajbe Zbigniew
came into work late,
appearing at 22:10.
He was not in a sober
state and his speech
was slurred. Whilst
wandering around aimlessly and stumbling,
his breath stank of
alcohol, - he was
laughing at the fact
he was late although
was still apologetic.
In addition, he stated
he would not be able
to complete the shift,
and had to leave around
5 am, as this would
“suit” him better.
Concerned about the
public image of the
company, I decided it
would be a bad idea
to call the police in
order to alert them
to the incident.
There were various
witnesses to the event,
as follows:
-	Koralewski Witold,
security employee of 		
	ABIS
-	Shop owner 017
-	The staff of LOTTO 041
-	Employees …
(illegible something 		
in relation to a 		
tractor)
-	Staff of the shop 		
where he purchased 		
the vodka.

a replacement worker,
Koralewski Witold,
who was unfortunately
unavailable to fill
the shift.

Tadeusz Grzybek
Director

In addition to this
I must mention he is
likely to be fired,
because as a security
guard he is unable to
guard the given subject,
and through such acts
puts both himself and
the clients in danger.

#03

–
a publication by
wilfried lentz
rotterdam

